RSG Start-up Kit
1. What is what?
1.1. What is ISCB?
The International Society for Computational Biology (ISCB) is dedicated to advancing the scientific
understanding of living systems through computation. ISCB communicates the significance of our science
to the larger scientific community, governments, and the public at large. It serves a global membership by
impacting government and scientific policies, providing high quality publications and meetings, and
through distribution of valuable information about training, education, employment and relevant news from
related fields. ISCB membership offers many benefits including reduced conference registration fees to
several high impact events and reduced subscription prices for a selection of journals of Computational
Biology and Bioinformatics.
The annual meeting of the ISCB is Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB). Over the past
sixteen years the ISMB conference has grown to become the largest bioinformatics conference in the
world. The ISMB conferences provide a multidisciplinary forum for disseminating the latest developments
in bioinformatics. ISMB brings together scientists from computer science, molecular biology, mathematics,
and statistics. Its principal focus is on the development and application of advanced computational methods
for biological problems.
For more information about ISCB please visit: http://www.iscb.org
1.2. What is ISCB-SC?
The ISCB Student Council (SC) is a section of ISCB dedicated to facilitating opportunities of development
for students and young researchers in the field of Computational Biology and Bioinformatics. ISCBSC was the vision of Manuel Corpas and was officially approved by ISCB Board of Directors (BoD)
during ISMB 2004.
The declared mission of the ISCB Student Council is to promote the development of the next generation of
Computational Biologists through provision of scientific events, networking opportunities, soft skill
training, educational resources and career advice. To best suit local needs, the Student Council has taken up
the initiative of establishing Regional Student Groups (RSGs). We see these regional groups of students as
local windows to global opportunities. All RSGs function in close collaborations with the Student Council
catering needs-based solution to their members. See 1.3 below for further details.
The annual meeting of the SC is the Student Council Symposium (SCS), which is held in conjunction
with ISMB. The SCS is a forum for students and young researchers in the fields of Computational Biology
and Bioinformatics. Participants get the opportunity to present their work to an international audience,
build a network within the computational biology community and develop important soft skills in an
environment that fosters exchange of ideas and knowledge.
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For more information about the SC please visit the official ISCB Student Council website:
http://www.iscbsc.org
1.3. What is an RSG?
Regional Student Groups (RSGs) are groups established and managed by the SC. RSGs primarily aim to
provide a supra-institutional organization, capable of initiating events that would bring together students
and young researchers within a country or region.
Creation and maintenance of a global network of Computational Biology students is a vital and challenging
task that requires an organization in place. For this purpose, the SC set up the 'RSG-Committee ', which
manage RSGs across the world. This committee closely liaises with the leaderships of RSGs and
periodically reviews their activities. The SC still remains the parent body of the RSGs. Figure 1 illustrates
RSGs' relationships with the SC and the ISCB.
For more information on RSGs please visit http://www.iscbsc.org/rsg/

Figure 1. Relationships of RSGs with SC & ISCB

2. Who can start an RSG?
An RSG can be started by any group of dedicated students that want to promote networking, careerbuilding and leadership development opportunities for students from multiple institutions within their local
area or region. An RSG starts with:
One student serving as president and one student serving as secretary; both are required to hold an
ISCB membership and joined the SC.
One faculty advisor to serve as a mentor; he/she is required to hold an ISCB membership.
For information on the procedure of approval for an RSG, refer to section 6.
2.1. Leadership at RSG
The roles of the RSG leadership are listed below. The duties include (but are not limited to) the following:
2.1.1. President
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Provide the vision, execute plans and supervise the outcome of the activities of the RSG through a
variety of roles.
Act as executive head of the RSG and preside over its meetings.
Supervise the accountability of the RSG for achievable goals, results and finances, which will be
reported quarterly to the SC and the SC will provide a comprehensive RSG report annually to
the ISCB BoD.
Promote the scientific development of the young researcher-members of the RSG in the fields of
Computational Biology and Bioinformatics.
Seek out and/or facilitate training opportunities for young researchers.
Help disseminate resources and information related to the region.
Nurture a network of local contacts with businesses, academics and local government that have an
active interest in Computational Biology research.
2.1.2. Secretary
The Secretary will complement the leadership role of the President.
Accountable for recording and maintaining all minutes of meetings and all other activities of
the RSG.
Accountable for RSG reports that are submitted to the SC, which are then submitted by the SC
to the ISCB BoD.
Document and maintain contact details (names, addresses, phone numbers and/or emails) within
the local network.
Maintain web resources and periodically update information on the web space provided.
Ensure prompt communication between the SC and RSG.
RSGs are independent to have additional leadership positions depending on their requirements.

3. Why start an RSG?
The mission of an RSG is to organize events, provide activities and information useful for the development
of the students within their local community. An RSG can initiate and establish contacts with local industry
and academia creating career opportunities for the students. The advantages of an RSG are listed below:
Students of Computational Biology and Bioinformatics from more than one institution in a region
get together, thus expanding each member’s network.
Students connect with regional and international institutions, thus strengthening bioinformatics in
the region.
Students benefit from the umbrella of the Student Council and the broader opportunities it
provides: leadership roles, access to its network, collaboration tools, web-space, support with event
planning and help with marketing.

4. How to set up and run your RSG?
4.1. Steps to form an RSG
- Nominate a president, a secretary and a faculty advisor (for ISCB membership criteria, refer to Section 2).
- Prepare a proposal that includes the following information:
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Names and email addresses of the nominated leadership.
Missions, objectives and goals.
Activities planned for the first year.
The proposal can be submitted online at the following address: http://www.iscbsc.org/content/rsgapplication-form
4.2. Periodic updates and changes
4.2.1. Meetings
The RSG leadership is expected to have a schedule of periodic meetings and planned activities.
Additionally, the RSG leadership will participate in periodic meetings with the RSG-Committee (Refer:
Section 5).
4.2.2. Leadership tenure
It is advised to plan the tenure of the leadership. RSGs are independent to choose their leaders following
the expiration of the leadership term. It is hence strongly recommended to setup a protocol for nomination/
election of the new leadership.
4.3. Resources
4.3.1. RSG-Logo
The Student Council has a general template from which RSG’s logos can be created. Please contact us
(Refer: Section 8), and we can provide a logo, or guidelines for creating one.
4.3.2. Home Page
Each RSG is offered web space on the SC website under the RSG section. The allotted web space is
expected to be efficiently used to display information about each RSG and showcase the group's activities.
RSG members are strongly encouraged to register with the SC website (http://www.iscbsc.org) to stay
updated with all the latest activities in the SC. The website is equipped with a ‘Forums’ feature to facilitate
discussions among members.
4.3.3. Mailing List
A mailing list may be set up to communicate with all the members of the RSG; the mailing list address is to
be submitted to the RSG-Committee. The Chair of the RSG-Committee should be made an ex-officio
member of the mailing list.
4.3.4. Projectpath accounts
The RSG leadership will be provided with accounts on the ISCB-SC Projectpath website
(http://iscbsc.projectpath.com/), which is presently serving as a communication platform for all the SC
and RSG leaders.

5. Review
The RSG leadership can participate in bi-monthly (every other month) meetings with the RSG-Committee
to share their RSGs activities and receive updates on the activities of other RSGs.
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An annual report must be submitted summarizing the RSGs activities and accomplishments for the
preceding year. This report will be reviewed by the RSG-Committee, after which it will be included in the
annual RSG report.

6. Approval of RSG
RSG-Committee will review the submitted proposal and forward the same to the SC leadership. Upon
ISCB membership status verification of the leadership and faculty advisor, and review of the proposal, SC
will approve the RSG and process a letter stating the same.
RSG approval and benefits are for a term of one year starting on August 1st of the year through July 31st of
the following year. If a new RSG is approved mid-year, affiliation and benefits would be valid from the
date of approval through end of the term (July 31st).

7. Important Notes
RSGs are not allowed to solicit or collect any funds in the name of ISCB or ISCB-SC.
Membership in an RSG does not equate to membership in ISCB; RSG members wishing to
become ISCB members must register and pay for membership at http://www.iscb.org/iscbmembership.
RSGs must seek the SC's permission prior to using the latter's name or logo on any publicity
material.
RSG-Committee requests all RSGs to notify and discuss with it events planned such as a
conferences, symposia or workshops. Discussions will be mutually beneficial to both the SC and
the concerned RSG.

8. Contacts
Several RSGs across the world have been approved by ISCB. Interaction between RSGs is strongly
encouraged.
For question(s) not answered above, please write to us at rsg@iscsbc.org. We will be happy to hear from
you.
RSG Committee
rsg@iscbsc.org
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Regional Student Group- Branding
document
General
1. All RSGs are to be officially branded as per the standard “Regional Student Group-X”
Where X is the region of operation and may include:
a) Country
b) Continent
c) Part of a Country
d) Part of a Continent
e) Any geographic region involving parts or whole of the regions mentioned in preceding
points a,b,c,d that has relevance to the Bioinformatics community.
2. The RSG Committee will either approve an RSG Brand name as proposed in an application
before the formation of an RSG or recommend an alternative. In the event that the applicants
do not reach a consensus, the RSG Committee along with the Executive Team (to be referred
to as ET in the rest of the document) will have the final say on the branding.
3. Branding of an existing RSG may be changed only during the annual recognition renewal.
a) The RSGs will have to explicitly request the same with reasons.
b) The request should be attached as a separate page in the recognition renewal application
and must be mentioned in the cover email.
c) The request must be approved by the RSG leadership and must bear the signature of the
President, Secretary and the faculty advisor.
d) The RSG Committee and the ET will take a final call as discussed in the point no 2
4. The RSG brand name must feature prominently in the website, social networking sites, forums,
group pages, posters, business cards, merchandise and other official promotional materials of
the RSG.
5. The RSGs may use the prefix ISCB-SC wherever applicable or choose to mention the affiliation
with ISCB-SC separately.
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6. RSGs that wish to use the branding in a native language (any language other than English)
must inform the RSG Committee in advance. A translation of original branding might be
allowed if used along with the original branding, in exceptional cases.
a. Alternate branding in another language shall be placed below the original branding in
English
b. Alternate branding shall not have a larger font size or stronger color than the original
branding
c. They may only be used after approval from the RSG Committee. Such requests should
ideally be made during the recognition renewal process.

RSG Logo
1. All RSGs shall be provided with a template logo upon request, where they need to add or
replace the following:
a. Flag of the region (National flag if it’s a country or a regional flag if available or outline of
the geographical region with a color of choice )
b. Name of the region at the bottom of the logo (as provided in the template)
2. All RSGs are responsible to design their own logos and to get it approved by the RSG
Committee before using them.
3. RSG logos must feature prominently in the website, social networking sites, forums, group
pages, posters, business cards, merchandise and other official promotional materials of the
RSG.
4. RSGs are free to use the RSG Committee and the ISCB-SC logos along with their RSG logos.
5. Any plans to change the logo must be intimated to the RSG Committee in advance. Changes in
the logo may be carried out only after prior approval from the RSG Committee.
6. Please be advised that all RSGs must stick to the core template, unless the RSG Committee
provides further guidelines.

RSG Merger/Split:
In the event of the merger of multiple RSGs or a split of an existing RSG, existing rules of a newly set
up RSG shall be followed as mentioned in the RSG startup kit. All individual RSGs shall follow their own
branding irrespective of the parent or sister RSGs as mentioned in this document. Any plans of a
merger or a split must be intimated to the RSG Committee along with fresh proposals.
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RSG dual branding
As the RSG network is growing fast, there is a need to have some consistency in the way all of the 31
RSGs are branded. In the absence of a proper branding framework there has been inconsistent use of
taglines, abbreviations, translations and secondary brands to the existing RSG-X brand. While all RSGs
would be free to use taglines, abbreviations and translations as explained in this document we would
like to retain the exclusive RSG-X branding.
A: RSG dual branding refers to
1. Secondary name of the RSG
2. Secondary affiliation of the RSG to an organization other than ISCB-SC
3. Or the use of any other brand name along with the RSG-X brand irrespective of the arrangement.
“The ET of the ISCB-SC on recommendations of the RSG Committee has taken a decision on the 26th
August 2015 (Meeting no 15) that all RSGs must use the RSG-X brand exclusively and must follow the
RSG branding guidelines as stated in this document”. The RSG Committee, therefore, will not
recognize any new dual branded RSG from the date of the publication of this document. Please follow
the remaining points in this section for more clarification on this subject.
B: RSGs exclusively recognized by ISCB-SC (no secondary affiliation)
1. RSGs that are exclusively recognized by ISCB-SC shall not be allowed to request a secondary
branding from the date of publication of this document.
2. All existing RSGs must explicitly clarify their exclusive affiliation to the ISCB-SC during the
recognition renewal application.
3. RSGs may add a tagline of their choice to the RSG-X brand after due approval from the RSG
Committee
4. The decision to use a tagline must be communicated to the RSG Committee, four weeks in
advance of the intended date of use.
C: Proposals from prospective RSGs (Not yet recognized)
1. RSGs are created as local branches of ISCB-SC. Proposals from prospective RSGs will, therefore,
not be considered if they are a (or represent another) society that has competing interests to
ISCB/SC, unless they commit to work independently as an RSG-X.
2. All proposals must explicitly mention their intention to be exclusively affiliated to the ISCB-SC.
3. All proposals must clearly mention all past affiliation(s) of the group, if any.
4. RSGs may add a tagline of their choice to the RSG brand after due approval from the RSG
Committee.
5. The decision to use a tagline must be communicated to the RSG Committee, four weeks in
advance of the intended date of use.
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RSG area of operation
1. The term “operation” includes the below mentioned points (physically or over the internet)
a. Organizing events
b. Fundraising activities
c. Membership drives
d. Promotion of the RSG (setting up stalls, sending out promotional materials, delivering RSG
related talks)
2. RSGs are allowed to operate exclusively in the region (X) as approved by the RSG Committee.
(For the definition of X, see 1st point of the general section in this document).
3. RSGs that intend to operate in the territory of another RSG must first take their approval or
choose to co-operate with them and duly inform the RSG committee about such
arrangements.
4. RSGs are encouraged to cooperate with each other or with any organization in the region to
further the mission of ISCB-SC. In such situations, RSGs are expected to protect the interests
and the reputation of the ISCB-SC, above those of any other organization.
5. RSGs may provide memberships (steering or general) to any individual irrespective of his
resident region (X).
*********************************************************************************
* Any intentional discrepancy in the RSG branding without prior approval of the RSG Committee shall
lead to retraction of the RSG recognition.
** In the event of any conflicting statements in this document or unclear message please get in touch
with the RSG Committee.
*** RSGs that fail to receive the annual recognition are barred from using any of the RSG branding
materials.
**** This document in its current form is authored by the RSG Committee and is approved by the
ET.
This is the recent version of the document revised on 2 November 2016.
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